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Volunteer Adonia Lugo and Day Laborer Cyclist Discuss Bicycle Advocacy at 

CARECEN 
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Program Background 
 
Los Angeles is home to many Latino bicyclists who ride to work each day. This 
activity has health benefits in that regular exercise lowers disease risk, but 
bicycling can also be dangerous if a cyclist is inexperienced or unfamiliar with 
safe cycling habits. Since these individuals are not necessarily connected to the 
bicycle activist network here as represented by the Los Angeles County Bicycle 
Coalition (LACBC), this can lead to a dearth of resources for Latino bicyclists, 
including a lack of access to information about bicycling laws and safety issues. 
 
We designed the City of Lights project to address several aspects of this 
problem. In the first phase of the program, we have provided bicycle lights and 
safety information to Latino immigrant cyclists. In the second phase, we are 
fostering a sense of bicyclist community that has been lacking amongst this 
particular group of cyclists. Therefore, via bike safety, repair, and legal rights 
workshops and culturally themed bike rides, we have empowered the cyclists 
and helped build that community in a fun and relevant way. We are now 
embarking on the third phase of the campaign, which is to engage the cyclists in 
advocacy and planning issues relating to cycling in their neighborhoods. This 
includes bicycle parking installation workshops, translated into culturally astute 
language, as well as brainstorming future infrastructure campaigns ideas in the 
Pico-Union/Macarthur Park area. 
 
The long term goals of the program are to connect Latino social justice 
movements and communities with the alternative transportation movement and 
cultivate advocates amongst the population we work with. It is important for these 
underrepresented immigrant cyclists to become a part of the political process and 
our vision is for them to transform the built environment in their neighborhoods to 
become more bike and pedestrian friendly.  
 
By forging connections between 
bicycling and immigrant support 
networks, we are building a more 
inclusive cycling community in Los 
Angeles while simultaneously creating 
more social equity and livable streets. 
With City of Lights, we harness the 
preexisting bike riding habits of 
immigrants that help lower disease risk 
and encourage them to embrace the 
positive, health conscious lifestyle of 
alternative transportation. City of Lights 
creates a bilingual and sustainable way 
to support bicycling in LA. 
 
 

Latino History in LA Bike Ride, 09.29.09, 

IDEPSCA Job Center 
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Updates 
 
We realized that City of Lights was an opportunity to do more than give out just 
bike lights. In April, In order to track success and build more of a sense of 
community, LACBC changed our original distribution methodology from one on 
one volunteer interactions at various street corners to maintaining a regular 
weekly presence at and partnering with the CARECEN day laborer center in 
Pico-Union. CARECEN is an immigrants’ rights service organization that 
“empowers Central Americans by working for social and economic justice.” 

 
Every Friday, from our beginnings in April to August, we distributed lights, patch 
kits, and Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) pamphlets that 
detail bicycling laws in the city of Los Angeles in English and in Spanish. We 
have thus far conducted four workshops at the center, covering bike safety 

training, basic maintenance, 
legal rights, and bike parking 
specifications. Our goal is to 
eventually train some of the 
workers and be able to pay 
them a small stipend to actively 
teach workshops to other Latino 
cyclists. 
 
We are now focusing less on 
bike supplies, as most cyclists 
at the center have received 
lights and more on doing the 
bureaucratic footwork to enable 
the workers to advocate for  
more bike parking and bicycle 

infrastructure in their neighborhoods. We are in active collaboration with City 
Councilmember Reyes, LADOT, local neighborhood councils, and Latino and 
labor social justice groups. 
 
We will also begin our qualitative and quantitative research surveys and 
interviews soon. This research is most pertinent as it will inform not only LACBC, 
but elected officials and city agencies more about an overlooked, rarely tracked 
community and help improve transportation outreach efforts to them. 
 
One month ago, LACBC received both grants from Kaiser Permanente and REI 
to further our advocacy and outreach work. The REI grant will partially fund an 
educational Spanish language bicyclist resource guide. It fulfills a gap in Spanish 
language bike educational materials, and will be culturally sensitive and 
accessible, including its graphic novel format.  
 

Bike Repair Workshop with Volunteer Julio 

Orellana and a Volunteer from the Bicycle 

Kitchen 
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We also hosted the first Latino worker specific bike ride in Los Angeles, taking 
riders on a tour of Latino historical landmarks in Downtown and East LA. 
 
In order to spread the word to broader bike, Latino, and environmental 
communities, we also recently created a blog for City of Lights 
(http://ciudaddeluces.wordpress.com). Allison Mannos continues to be the Urban 
Programs Coordinator on LACBC staff to manage and fundraise for the program. 
 
Results 
 
The workshops we have conducted 
have been largely attended, with 
over 50 participants, and Youtube 
promotional videos have been 
created.  
 
The bike ride had a small, but 
enthusiastic ridership, and allowed 
us to further build our relationship 
with funder REI, since they sent one 
of their representatives out on the 
ride. 
 
In order to grow the program, we 
have applied for several grants (The 
Alliance for Biking and Walking and CA EPA) and are reaching out to local 
government and commerce for financial support. 
 
Our network building and alliances with other organizations and labor unions has 
also helped us develop a more sophisticated, expanded campaign. 
 
Lessons Learned 
 
While it is important to address this demographics’ safety, which is done most 
visibly through light distribution, it is also important to engage the demographic to 
do more than be passive recipients and become empowered future advocates.  
 
Therefore, we have strategized ways of building interesting and tangible 
campaigns to take City of Lights to that next level. The stationary presence of 
City of Lights at CARECEN has helped us improve the facilitation and 
construction of community. We have also realized the importance of not only 
providing services and activities for this population, but also the great task of 
creating a sense of bike community in a population that primarily sees 
themselves solely as commuters.  
 

Workers at CARECEN at a workshop 
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We realize that this can be difficult with a semi-transient population that faces 
many issues regarding immigration, job instability, and language barriers. We 
understand that we must actively collaborate with pre-existing community 
activists and institutions in order to create “buy-in” for advocacy campaigns by 
the workers. LACBC also must be the bridge for Latino cyclists/advocates and 
local government and help to develop that foundation prior to undertaking a 
major campaign. 
 
Lastly, we understand that part of the lack of visibility that these cyclists face 
aside from lack of outreach, is also the lack of documentation on Latino 
immigrant cyclists. Thus, we must also have a strong research component to our 
program, in order to fully advance fair representation for these cyclists. 
 
Future Goals 
 
As an ongoing program, we will now 
are expanding to offer other more 
expensive yet vital bicycle 
accessories such as helmets. We 
would also like to expand the model 
of workshops, lights, and advocacy 
to other day laborer centers and 
Spanish-speaking workers in 
Central Los Angeles. 
 
Another important component of 
bicycling in LA is the social life of 
group rides. Interest among our 
participants has prompted us to plan 
for more culturally themed 
community rides, with a focus on 
using the rides as a tool for growing 
political engagement.  
 
We will continue to network with Latino social justice organizations, such as 
IDESPCA and NDLON to expand the program to other groups of Latino 
immigrants. One potential future campaign that has been discussed has been to 
get bike parking and bike stands and tools installed at all pre-existing day laborer 
centers. 
 
Two of our volunteers have received fellowships this summer to do their 
dissertations on data collection and interviews of Latino cyclists in Los Angeles. 
This includes statistical data, transportation choices and patterns, how traffic 
citations affect this population, and in-depth interviews about their experiences. 
These will culminate in one report, publication, and press event by the end of the 
year. 

Biking Back From East LA, 6
th

 St. Bridge 


